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Abstrat

Besides temporal information expliitly avail-

able in verbs and adjunts, the temporal in-

terpretation of a text also depends on general

world knowledge and default assumptions. We

will present a theory for desribing the relation

between, on the one hand, verbs, their tenses

and adjunts and, on the other, the eventuali-

ties and periods of time they represent and their

relative temporal loations.

The theory is formulated in logi and is a

pratial implementation of the onepts de-

sribed in Ness Shelkens et al. (this volume).

We will show how an abdutive resolution pro-

edure an be used on this representation to ex-

trat temporal information from texts.

1 Introdution

This artile presents some work onduted in

the framework of Linguadut, a projet on

the temporal interpretation of Duth texts by

means of abdutive reasoning.

A natural language text ontains a lot of

both expliit and impliit temporal informa-

tion, mostly in verbs and adjunts. The pur-

pose of the theory presented here is to repres-

ent how this information is available in Duth

texts with the aim of allowing extration of that

information from partiular texts.
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The extra-

ted information ontains the temporal relations

between the eventualities desribed in the text

as well as relations to periods of time expliitly

or impliitly desribed in the text. To arrive at

this information some (limited) reasoning needs

to be performed on the representation.

The theory is an adaptation of the theory de-

sribed in Van Eynde 1998, Van Eynde 2000

and Van Eynde (ms.), whih integrates a DRT-
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In this paper, we only deal with sentenes.

style analysis (Kamp and Reyle 1993) of tense

and aspet into HPSG (Pollard and Sag 1994).

Although from ineption, HPSG was aimed at

representing not only syntax, but also semantis

and pragmatis, when it omes to pratial im-

plementation, the fous has learly been on

syntax. In ontrast, the adapted theory deals

mainly with semantis and pragmatis. Fur-

thermore, reent researh suggests that a diret

implementation of HPSG may not be omputa-

tionally viable (Rihter, Sailer and Penn 1999).

For these reasons and beause of our ex-

periene with it, we have hosen to formulate

the theory in logi, rather than trying to ex-

tend an existing HPSG solution. As suh we

do not use typed feature struture, but repres-

ent muh the same information in a di�erent

way. A formulation in logi should also allow

the linguisti knowledge to be easily extended

with additional world knowledge. The extra-

tion of temporal information is performed by

onstruting a model of the logial theory, for

whih we use an existing abdutive proedure.

In ase of ambiguities, several models exist and

eah an be generated.

We start o� with some preliminaries about

the adapted linguisti theory. We will then de-

sribe the knowledge representation language

that we are going to use (essentially �rst order

logi), followed by an extensive explanation of

the representation of the linguisti theory in lo-

gi. We �nish o� with a short desription of the

reasoning proedure used and some examples of

how it an be used on the theory to extrat tem-

poral information.

2 Coneptual framework

We assume familiarity with the following on-

epts regarding the semantis of tense, aspet

and temporal modi�ation. They orrespond



largely to what is found in Kamp and Reyle

(1993).

An eventuality is either an event, a state or

a proess. We will not make use of these three

kinds of eventualities, but only of their de�ning

properties, i.e. stative vs. dynami and teli vs.

ateli. The eventuality time is the period of time

that the eventuality takes plae on. Eventual-

ities are introdued by verbs, but not all verbs

introdue an eventuality. The ones that do are

alled substantive, those that do not are alled

vauous (Van Eynde 2000).

Eah eventuality also introdues a loation

time. The loation time is a time with respet

to whih the eventuality is loated. It is similar

to Reihenbah's referene time (Reihenbah

1947) and it is used here to express the di�er-

ene in e�et of both tenses and frame adjunts

on the eventuality time of teli and ateli even-

tualities. It turns out that by mediating these

e�ets through the loation time, only the rela-

tionship between eventuality time and loation

time needs to be teliity dependent.

The utterane time is the time within whih

the utterane takes plae and, in our theory, it

is assumed to be onstant throughout the text.

To explain some phenomena (e.g. transposition,

ashbak), we use the temporal perspetive time,

whih an hange from lause to lause.
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We

will from time to time refer to the temporal

perspetive time, but it is not essential for un-

derstanding this paper. In most irumstanes,

it an be assumed to be part of the utterane

time. It is only in the transposed ase that it

will preede the utterane time.

As to adjunts, our theory is mainly based

on Shelkens et al. (this volume). We distin-

guish between frame or loating adjunts indi-

ating when an eventuality ours, and dura-

tional adjunts expressing how long it takes.
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Amongst the frame adjunts, we further dis-

tinguish between deiti adjunts that refer to

the utterane time (or more generally, to the

temporal perspetive time) and independent ad-

junts that refer diretly to the time axis. In

this paper, we do not deal with the so-alled

anaphori adjunts.
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See Kamp and Reyle (1993) hapter 5, setion 4 or

Van Eynde 1998, p. 245.
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We do not deal with frequeny adjunts in this pa-

per.

3 Representation language

As already mentioned, the theory is represen-

ted in a language that is essentially �rst order

logi (FOL). It is extended with some axioms

and notational onvenienes, whih will be ex-

plained in this setion.

First of all, we want di�erent onstants to

represent di�erent entities and, more generally,

we want di�erent funtors and funtors with dif-

fering arguments to represent di�erent entities.

This means that onstants and funtors identify

objets; funtors an be seen as onstrutors.

To aomplish this, the so-alled Unique Names

Axioms (UNA) are added to the theory (Reiter

1980) (Clark 1978). Sine there are an in�n-

ite number of suh axioms, they are (impliitly)

built into the solver.

Sometimes, however, we want to use open

funtions, that is, funtions that do not identify

an objet, but rather whose result an be equal

to the result of another funtion. The partiular

solver we use, assumes UNA for every funtor,

so we annot represent an n-ary open funtion

with a funtor. Instead we an use an (n + 1)-

ary prediate, with the extra argument repres-

enting the result of the funtion and with an

axiom ensuring the existene and uniqueness

of the funtion result in funtion of its argu-

ments. For example, a binary funtion map-

ping a ountry and a year to the person that

is or was the president of that ountry in that

year, would be represented by a ternary predi-

ate, e.g. pres(USA; 2000;Bill).

We use a speial notation for open funtions

that also expresses that the arguments and the

result eah satisfy a prediate. For example, the

pres funtion mapping a ountry and a year to

a person is represented as follows, where the of

indiates the introdution of an open funtion.

of pres : ountry( ); year( )! person( ):

(1)

The above delaration is equivalent to a set of

axioms, but it is shorter to write down (and

easier to understand at �rst glane) and it al-

lows reasoning proedures working on a spei�-

ation to handle suh onstraints more eÆiently.

The more long-winded version is shown in �g-

ure 1. The fol marker indiates that what fol-

lows is a �rst order logi formula. These axioms

express, �rst, that for eah ountry and eah

year, there is a person that is the president of



fol 8(C; Y ) : ountry(C) & year(Y )

) 9(P ) : person(P ) & pres(C; Y; P ):

fol 8(C; Y;P1;P2) : pres(C; Y;P1) &

pres(C; Y;P2)) P1 = P2:

fol 8(C; Y; P ) : pres(C; Y; P )

) ountry(C) & year(Y ):

Figure 1: The open funtion pres.

that ountry in that year. Seond, that for a

given ountry and year, there is at most one

president of that ountry in that year. Third,

that for eah instantiation of the president pre-

diate, the �rst two arguments are a ountry

and a year respetively.

While FOL is ideally suited to represent as-

sertional knowledge, that is, fats and axioms,

it does not fare so well when it omes to de�ni-

tional knowledge, i.e. to de�ning onepts. A

de�nition of a onept is an exhaustive enu-

meration of the ases in whih some objet be-

longs to the onept. We use a notation bor-

rowed from logi programming. For example,

the onept unle is de�ned as either a male sib-

ling (i.e. brother) of a parent or a male spouse

of a (presumably female) sibling of a parent:

unle(S;C)

 male(S) & sibling(S; P ) &

parent(P;C):

unle(S;C)

 male(S) &married(S;A) &

sibling(A;P ) & parent(P;C):

(2)

Prediates that are not de�ned are alled open

prediates. Open funtions are always open pre-

diates.

For the simple, non-reursive, de�nitions we

use in our theory, suh a de�nition is equival-

ent to its ompletion (Clark 1978).
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The om-

pletion of a de�nition states that a prediate

de�ned in it, holds if and only if one of its ases

holds. That is, the de�ned prediate, whih is

the head of eah rule, is equivalent to the dis-

juntion of the bodies of the rules. In order to

be able to take the disjuntion of the bodies,

the heads have to be idential, of ourse. To

aomplish this, all terms in an argument posi-

tion of the prediate in the head are �rst moved
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The equivalene also holds for a ertain subset of

reursive de�nitions.

to the body as an equality to the variable rep-

resenting that argument, and all variables loal

to the body are quanti�ed in the body. That is

the set of m rules de�ning p=n: 8x

i

: p(t

i
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i

is turned into the following equivalene:

8z : p(z)$
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Deneker (2000) presents the extension of las-

sial logi with a more general notion of (indut-

ive) de�nitions.

4 Representation

The way in whih information an be extrated

from a theory is of ourse largely dependent on

how the theory is represented. We will therefore

�rst disuss this representation and only in the

following setions will we present the extration

part.

This setion will mainly fous on the sentene

\[

S

[

NP

Ik℄ [

VP

[

V-AUX

ben℄ [

VP

[

ADV

gisteren℄ [

VP

[

ADJ

ziek℄ [

V-MAIN

geweest℄℄℄℄℄" (I have been sik

yesterday), showing how this sentene is rep-

resented and showing the parts of the theory

needed to extrat information from it.
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4.1 Input

The sentene \Ik ben gisteren ziek geweest"

ontains three interesting words when it omes

to temporal information, viz. \ben", \geweest"

en \gisteren". The �rst two are both forms of

the verb \zijn" (to be), the last is a temporal

adjunt.

Sine our main interest is in semanti inter-

pretation, we assume that any syntati inform-

ation that is unambiguous and thus independ-

ent of any further semanti analysis, is avail-

able as input. For this sentene, we have that

\geweest" is the past partiiple form of \zijn",

and that it is the main verb of the lause; \ben"

is a present tense of \zijn" and is an auxiliary to

\geweest"; and �nally, \gisteren" is an adjunt

in the same lause. Note that in general, when

a lause ontains more than one (possibly) sub-

stantive verb, we do not know a priori whih of

these verbs is modi�ed by the adjunt.

5

Note that in general, there is no diret orrespond-

ene between Duth and English tenses.



To be able to refer to di�erent ourrenes

of the same word (suh as \zijn" in the ex-

ample), we make use of tokens whih are ar-

bitrarily hosen onstants that represent these

ourrenes. In our example sentene (s1), we

have verb tokens w1 for the main verb and w2

for the auxiliary verb, and an adjunt token a1.

To express whih word is assoiated with a

token, we use the verbt word and adjt word pre-

diates. For verbs, we additionally use the morf

prediate to indiate the verb form. Sine all

of these are exhaustive enumerations, they are

de�ned prediates. For our example sentene

we have:

verbt word(w1; zijn)  true:

verbt word(w2; zijn)  true:

adjt word(a1; gisteren)  true:

morf(w1; past partiiple)  true:

morf(w2; present tense)  true:

(4)

To express further that s1 is a lause, that w1

is the main verb of s1, that w2 is an auxiliary

verb with w1 as its omplement and that a1 is

an adjunt in s1, we use the following:

lause(s1)  true:

main verb(s1;w1)  true:

aux verb(w2;w1)  true:

s adjunt(s1; a1)  true:

(5)

Here again, we are dealing with exhaustive enu-

merations and thus de�nitions.

4.2 Eventualities and verbs

An eventuality assoiated with a verb token is

indiated by the unary evt funtor. Not every

suh onstrut really represents an eventuality,

though. Only in the ases where the argument

is a token for a substantive verb, does it refer to

an eventuality. We therefore need an additional

prediate isevt to indiate whih evts represent

eventualities.

isevt(evt(W ))  subst(W ):

(6)

Now we still have to de�ne subst itself. There

is only a limited number of verbs that are

not substantive, but we annot disriminate

between substantive and vauous verbs on the

basis of the lexeme. For example, \zijn" has

(at least) three uses: one as the main verb of

a lause (v zijn, suh as w1), one as a temporal

auxiliary (t zijn, suh as w2) and one as an as-

petual auxiliary (a zijn). Of these, only the

use as a temporal auxiliary is vauous. Setion

4.4 deals with the distintion between temporal

and aspetual auxiliaries.

We onsider these three ways of using \zijn"

to be three di�erent verb meanings of the same

verb lexeme. For eah verb (meaning), the lex-

ion spei�es whether it is substantive or not,

as well as any other property of verbs that is

independent of the atual use of the verb in a

sentene, e.g. whether it is stative or dynami.

Sine the properties of a verb hold for eah o-

urrene of that verb, they are inherited by the

verb tokens.

One of the properties of a verb, is the lexeme

used. The verb lex prediate enumerates them

and we naturally only show part of its de�nition

here.

verb lex(t zijn; zijn)  true:

verb lex(a zijn; zijn)  true:

verb lex(v zijn; zijn)  true:

(7)

This property is not really inherited, but rather

determines of whih verb a verb token an be

an ourrene, by plaing a onstraint on the

open funtion token verb that maps verb tokens

to their orresponding verbs. The onstraint is

that the verb is one of the possible meanings

of the word assoiated with the verb token, i.e.

that the word of the verb token is the same as

the word of the verb.

of token verb : verb token( )! verb( ):

fol 8(T; V;W;L) : token verb(T; V ) &

verbt word(T;W ) & verb lex(V;L):

)W = L:

(8)

The verb token and verb prediates merely enu-

merate the verb tokens and verbs respetively.

For eah prediate representing one of the

other properties of verbs, there is a orrespond-

ing prediate for verb tokens, that is de�ned to

be that of the verb for whih it is a token. The

prediates have the same name, with an extra

verb pre�x for the one on verbs. For example,

substantivity of verb tokens (subst) is de�ned

as the substantivity of the orresponding verb

(verb subst).

subst(W )

 9(V ) : token verb(W;V ) &

verb subst(V ):

(9)



Due to the low number of vauous verbs, it is

simpler to list those instead of all the substant-

ive ones and then to de�ne the substantive verbs

as those that are not vauous. We only show

part of the enumeration of vauous verbs.

verb subst(V )  :verb vauous(V ):

(10)

verb vauous(t hebben)  true:

verb vauous(t zijn)  true:

verb vauous(t zullen)  true:

(11)

4.3 Periods of time

Part of the objetive is to interrelate the di�er-

ent times assoiated with a text, so it is nees-

sary that they are all omparable to eah other.

The allowed kinds of periods of time are inter-

vals, denoted by the int prediate, and points,

denoted by the point prediate.

Intervals refer diretly to the time axis. They

are represented by a pair of points on the time

axis as arguments to an int funtor. This does

not prelude intervals from having no known

end points. The points on the time axis them-

selves an be left unspei�ed. The relations

between intervals (overlap, within, before and

meets) and some other properties about inter-

vals that we will see later (e.g. day a and hour)

are de�ned in terms of relations and properties

of these end points. We will not show them

here.

As to the atual representation of points on

the time axis, it is not trivial to �nd one

that allows eÆient proessing for all the di�er-

ent kinds of onstraints that a text an plae

on the intervals that it (impliitly or expli-

itly) deals with. For now, we have onten-

ted ourselves with a fairly simple one that is

easy to proess by humans. Eah point on

the axis is represented by a funtion (ts) of

four integers, the year, the month, the day of

the month and the hour.
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For example, the

whole of May the 21st 1976 is represented as

int(ts(1976; 5; 21; 0); ts(1976; 5; 22; 0)). The re-

lations and properties of these point are in turn

de�ned in terms of relations on their omposing

parts.

Most of the theory is not onerned with the

exat representation of periods of time, but in-

stead only expresses relations between pairs of

6

The rather low resolution is due to tehnial limita-

tions.

suh periods through the following prediates.

The relations that an be spei�ed form only a

subset of those in Allen (1983), but are suÆient

for this appliation.

� overlap, whih spei�es that its arguments

have a non-empty intersetion,

� within, a speial ase of overlap whih spe-

i�es that its �rst argument is situated

ompletely within its seond argument,

� before, whih plaes its �rst argument om-

pletely before its seond argument, and

� meets, a speial ase of before whih spe-

i�es that its �rst argument immediately

preedes its seond argument.

The eventuality time of an eventuality is as-

soiated with it through the evttime prediate.

Similarly, the loation time uses the lo predi-

ate. The seond argument of both is an interval

and is required to be unique for a given even-

tuality. This is expressed by the following ax-

ioms:
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fol 8(E; T ) : evttime(E; T )) int(T ):

fol 8(E;L) : lo(E;L)) int(L):

fol 8(E;T1;T2) : evttime(E;T1) &

evttime(E;T2)) (T1 = T2):

fol 8(E;L1;L2) : lo(E;L1) &

lo(E;L2)) (L1 = L2):

(12)

Eah eventuality has both an eventuality time

and a loation time assoiated with it. Next, we

express the overlap relation that generally holds

between these two. The seond axiom expresses

the fat that for teli eventualities this overlap

is narrowed down to inlusion.

fol 8(E) : isevt(E)) (9(L; T ) :

lo(E;L) & evttime(E; T ) &

overlap(T;L)):

fol 8(E) : teli(E)) (9(L; T ) :

lo(E;L) & evttime(E; T ) &

within(T;L)):

(13)

The utterane time is expressed through the

unary utt prediate and is required to exist. Es-

sentially, it is just the eventuality time of some

7

The areful reader will have notied that these are

prime andidates for spei�ation as open funtions. The

urrent solver, however, plaes rather severe restritions

on the domain prediate (isevt in this ase, as shown in

the next set of axioms), whih are not met here.



\utt" eventuality.

fol 9(U) : utt(U):

utt(U)  evttime(utt; U):

(14)

Sine the temporal perspetive time an only

hange from lause to lause, eah lause has a

unique temporal perspetive time and therefore

it an be represented as an (open) funtion of

lauses.

of s ppp : lause(Z)! point( ):

(15)

In the rest of the theory we will often want to

refer to the temporal perspetive time of the

lause that ontains a given verb. For on-

veniene, we therefore de�ne another predi-

ate v ppp, relating verbs to temporal perspet-

ive times. In this de�nition we use the s verb

prediate, whih enumerates all the verbs in a

lause.

v ppp(W;P )

 9(Z) : s verb(Z;W ) &

s ppp(Z;P ):

(16)

4.4 Tenses and auxiliaries

The Duth language has two simple tenses, the

simple present and the simple past, and several

others that require auxiliaries. Eah is iden-

ti�ed by a sequene of auxiliaries, eah hav-

ing the next as a omplement (the last has the

main verb as its omplement), and the tense

of the �rst auxiliary. Atually, it is a sequene

of lasses of auxiliaries (e.g. an auxiliary of the

perfet or an auxiliary of the future). In our ex-

ample sentene, \Ik ben gisteren ziek geweest",

there is one auxiliary (w2, \zijn") and it is one

of the perfet. The tense of this auxiliary is the

present tense.

Only some verbs are auxiliaries and there

are several kinds of auxiliaries (e.g. perfet, fu-

ture). This information is represented by the

verb aux kind prediate. For example, both

uses of \zijn" as an auxiliary are auxiliaries of

the perfet.

verb aux kind(t zijn; perfet)  true:

verb aux kind(a zijn; perfet)  true:

(17)

As with the other properties of verbs, the aux-

iliary kind of a verb is inherited by the verb

tokens (as the aux kind prediate). Here, we

need to plae an extra (indiret) onstraint

on the token verb prediate. The tokens that

appear as an auxiliary in the sentene (i.e.

9(W2) : aux verb(W;W2)) should be preisely

those whose verb is an auxiliary (i.e. 9(F ) :

aux kind(W;F )).

fol 8(W ) : (9(W2) : aux verb(W;W2))

, (9(F ) : aux kind(W;F )):

(18)

This brings us to another distintion among

auxiliaries made in the adapted theory and that

is the one between temporal (e.g. t zijn) and as-

petual (e.g. a zijn) auxiliaries. Temporal aux-

iliaries have a purely temporal meaning and

do not introdue an eventuality (i.e. they are

vauous). Aspetual auxiliaries, on the other

hand, have a temporal inuene only indiretly

through the eventualities they introdue. For

example, the auxiliaries of the perfet an be

either temporal or aspetual. The temporal

perfet auxiliary requires the loation time of

the verb it has as a omplement to be situated

before the temporal perspetive time, whereas

the aspetual perfet auxiliary introdues a new

eventuality that represents the resulting state of

what its omplement represents.

Both the temporal auxiliaries and the tenses

stipulate a relation between the loation time

of an eventuality and the temporal perspetive

time. For temporal auxiliaries it is the eventu-

ality of the omplement whose loation time is

onstrained, for the tenses it is the eventuality

of the tensed verb, in ase it is substantive.

In our urrent theory, there are three kinds

of relations that an hold between a loation

time and the temporal perspetive time, whih

we have suintly alled before, not before and

after. Note that these names give only a rough

idea. Further down in this setion, we will show

what exatly they imply. It turns out that the

temporal perfet and the past tense have the

same e�et in this regard, namely the before

relation.

There is a slight ompliation though, and

that is that in ase of transposition, the past

tense spei�es a before relation between the

temporal perspetive time and the utterane

time, between whih, as you may remember,

normally holds an inlusion relation. Due to

this, the transposed past tense does not spe-

ify a before relation between loation time and



evt ppp(W; before)  subst(W ) &morf(W; past tense) & :transposed(W ) _

(9(A) : aux kind(A; perfet) & :subst(A) & aux verb(A;W )):

evt ppp(W;not before)  subst(W ) & (morf(W; past tense) & transposed(W )) _

morf(W; present tense):

evt ppp(W; after)  9(A) : aux kind(A; futurate) & aux verb(A;W ):

Figure 2: Relation between temporal perspetive time and eventuality time.

temporal perspetive time, but behaves rather

like the present tense on this level, whih we

have alled the \not before" relation. For om-

pleteness, we mention that the futurate auxili-

ary spei�es an after relation. All this leads to

the de�nition for the relation between loation

time and temporal perspetive time shown in

�gure 2.

As you an see, for eah lause there is ex-

atly one eventuality whose loation time is re-

lated to the temporal perspetive time, either

that of the tensed verb in ase it is substantive

or that of the omplement of the (vauous) tem-

poral auxiliary. You may wonder what happens

when a temporal auxiliary has the past tense.

The above de�nition seems to allow that this

past tense has no e�et (the present tense has

indeed no e�et, but you would not be surprised

about that). As it happens, the past tense for

a temporal auxiliary, an only be a transposed

past tense and in this ase the other relation, i.e.

the one between temporal perspetive time and

utterane time omes into play, as we disussed

above. We give the de�nition of this relation

and the axiom enforing the transposedness:

ppp utt(W; before)

 morf(W; past tense) & transposed(W ):

ppp utt(W; at)

 morf(W; present tense) _

morf(W; past tense) & :transposed(W ):

fol 8(W ) : morf(W; past tense) & :subst(W )

) transposed(W ):

(19)

We annot go into the irumstanes under

whih transposition arises, we merely de�ne it

here as an \abnormality", where abnormal is an

open prediate:

transposed(W )

 abnormal(ab transposed(W )):

(20)

As we already hinted at in setion 4.2, the

auxiliary (w2) in our example sentene an only

be interpreted as a temporal auxiliary, but we

have shown no rule that would prelude it from

being interpreted as an aspetual one, simply

beause we have not shown the rule for the as-

petual perfet. So here it is:

fol 8(W;C) : aux kind(W; perfet) &

subst(W ) & aux verb(W;C)

) :stative(evt(C)) &

result(evt(C); evt(W )):

(21)

As already explained, the axiom states that the

aspetual (substantive) perfet introdues the

resulting state of the eventuality of its omple-

ment. Additionally, in the theory, there is a re-

quirement for the omplement to be non-stative,

whih is why w2 annot be aspetual, sine in

our example sentene, w1 is stative. The de�n-

ition of the stative prediate is similar to the

subst one shown in setion 4.2.

The result prediate in the above axiom is

an open prediate expressing that the seond

argument represents the resulting state of the

�rst argument. This implies that the resulting

state immediately follows the eventuality that

it is a resulting state for.

fol 8(E;E2; L;L2) : result(E;E2) &

evttime(E;L) & evttime(E2;L2)

) meets(L;L2):

(22)

Now, as promised, the impliations of the

evt ppp and ppp utt relations. For the ppp utt

relation, before means exatly what you would

expet and at means inlusion of the temporal

perspetive time in the utterane time.

fol 8(U;W;P ) : ppp utt(W; before) &

v ppp(W;P ) & utt(U)

) before(P;U):

fol 8(U;W;P ) : ppp utt(W; at) &

v ppp(W;P ) & utt(U)

) within(P;U):

(23)



For the evt ppp relation, not before means non

preedene. (There are some further speialisa-

tions of this relation in restrited irumstane,

but we will not show them here.) The before

and after ases should be intuitively lear.

fol 8(W;P;L) : evt ppp(W; before) &

lo(evt(W ); L) & v ppp(W;P )

) before(L;P ):

fol 8(W;P;L) : evt ppp(W;not before) &

lo(evt(W ); L) & v ppp(W;P )

) :before(L;P ):

fol 8(W;P;L) : evt ppp(W; after) &

lo(evt(W ); L) & v ppp(W;P )

) before(P;L):

(24)

4.5 Adjunts

Although we urrently deal with only a few ad-

junts, we have tried to be as general as pos-

sible in our treatment of them. Our main design

deisions were to have ompositionality and to

avoid redundany. This means that we assoi-

ate with an adjunt (token) only what the ad-

junt itself adds to the meaning of the sentene

and we want to treat what is ommon to several

adjunts, separately.

For example, the adjunt \gisteren" (yester-

day), is a frame adjunt that refers to the day

before the day that inludes the temporal per-

spetive time. That is, the adjunt spei�es a

relation between some external period of time

(in ase of deiti adjunts suh as \gisteren",

the temporal perspetive time) and the period

of time that it introdues. Anaphori adjunts,

whih, as we already mentioned, we do not deal

with in this paper, speify a relation between

some other period of time and the period of time

that they introdue.

We therefore generalise that for frame ad-

junts, the meaning is this relation between a

ontextual parameter and the introdued period

of time. To represent this, a tuple onsisting of

the two periods of time is assoiated with the

adjunt and the relation between them is en-

fored by an axiom. This is the axiom that

expresses the \gisteren" relation as explained

above:

fol 8(A) : adjt word(A; gisteren)

) (9(P; Y; T ) : day a(Y ) & day a(T ) &

within(P; T ) &meets(Y; T ) &

time period(A; ta frame(deiti(P ); Y ))):

(25)

The ta frame funtor spei�es that the adjunt

is a frame adjunt. Its �rst argument, the on-

textual parameter, is a funtor deiti, whih

indiates that its only argument (ultimately)

refers to the temporal perspetive time of some

lause. Note that the axiom only requires the

existene of this period P , whih only at a later

stage will be identi�ed with some temporal per-

spetive time, by an axiom shown later in this

subsetion. Independent frame adjunts will

have the onstant independent instead of the

deiti funtor.

In general, eah adjunt has some (unique)

onstrut assoiated with it. This means that

time period is an open funtion of an adjunt.

Sine the di�erent axioms speify what the fun-

tion result is, it is left unspei�ed in the delar-

ation of time period as an open funtion.

adjuntoid(A)  9(L) : adjt word(A;L):

anything( )  true:

of time period : adjuntoid( )! anything( ):

(26)

As you an see, we do not only assoiate a time

period with adjunts, but with anything that

\looks" like an adjunt (adjuntoid), whih is

anything that ours as a �rst argument to the

adjt word prediate. We will show the use of

that later in this subsetion.

The e�et of a frame adjunt is that the loa-

tion time of the modi�ed verb is required to be

within the frame period:

fol 8(W;T;R;L) :

verb time(W; ta frame(R;T )) & lo(evt(W ); L)

) within(L; T ):

(27)

Here, again, we use an auxiliary prediate

verb time, whih assoiates the time period in-

formation to the verb that is modi�ed:

verb time(W;P )

 9(A) : verb adjunt(W;A) &

time period(A;P ):

(28)

When it is a deiti adjunt that modi�es a

verb, we still have to require that the ontex-

tual parameter is in fat the temporal perspet-

ive time:

fol 8(V;A;K; P ) :

verb time(V; ta frame(deiti(A);K)) &

v ppp(V; P )) A = P:

(29)



The time period also allows for some more

ompliated uses, for example, na (after) fol-

lowed by something that ould be used as a

frame adjunt. The use of na indiates that the

loation time of the modi�ed verb is situated

after the period of time of the omplement of the

preposition. This an be modelled as inlusion

in a frame interval that immediately sueeds

the frame interval of the omplement. The on-

textual dependeny is determined by the om-

plement and therefore it is left unhanged.

fol 8(A;B;C; F ) : adjunt(A;na(B)) &

time period(B; ta frame(C;F ))

) (9(T ) : meets(F; T ) &

time period(A; ta frame(C; T ))):

(30)

In the input, na gisteren would be spei�ed as

follows:

adjt word(a1; gisteren)  true:

adjt word(a2;na(a1))  true:

s adjunt(s1; a2)  true:

(31)

As for durational adjunts, we an only rep-

resent so alled in-adjunts so far, and not the

for-adjunts. The ause of this is that for-

adjunts require the eventuality of the verb they

modify to be ateli in itself, but ombined with

the for-adjunt, the eventuality would be teli.

Now, one and the same eventuality an obvi-

ously not be both teli and ateli, so the adjunt

would have to introdue a new eventuality and

we do not handle suh things yet.

Handling in is done in muh the same way as

na, exept that there is a hange in type instead

of a hange in interval, sine the omplement of

in when used by itself is not an in-adjunt.

fol 8(A;B;C; T ) : adjunt(A; in(B)) &

time period(B; ta dur(T ))

) time period(A; ta in(T )):

(32)

An in-adjunt requires its orresponding even-

tuality to have taken at most as muh time as

spei�ed by its omplement.

fol 8(W;T;L) :

verb time(W; ta in(T )) & evttime(evt(W ); L)

) teli(evt(W )) & within(L; T ):

(33)

This is again similar to the frame adjunt on-

straint, the di�erene being that it requires a

teli eventuality and that, here, the eventual-

ity time is onstrained diretly, instead of indir-

etly through the loation time. The loation

time ould of ourse be used here as well, sine,

for teli eventualities, the eventuality time is re-

strited to be within the loation time, but there

is no need to here.

An example of a omplement of in would be

een uur (an hour):

fol 8(A) : adjt word(A; een uur)

) (9(T ) : hour(T ) &

time period(A; independent; ta dur(T ))):

(34)

Here, the hour prediate means that its argu-

ment has a duration of exatly one hour.

5 Reasoning proedure

Up to this point, we have presented a logi the-

ory onsisting of FOL axioms and de�nitions in

whih some prediates were de�ned and others

open, but we have not shown how to derive in-

formation from this theory. Sine the de�ned

prediates are known, the only unertainty lies

in the open prediates. We need to �nd an inter-

pretation for these open prediates that is on-

sistent with the theory. In other words, we need

to generate a model for the open prediates. To

do this we use an existing abdutive proedure,

alled SLDNFA (Deneker and Van Nu�elen

1999), whih operates on theories written in the

knowledge representation language outlined in

setion 3.

Abdution is a form of non-monotoni reas-

oning that is used to explain observations. In

this ase, an explanation onsists of a model for

the open prediates. As a trivial example, take

the de�nition of transposed in setion 20. Sup-

pose we somehow observe transposed(evt(w1 )),

then we an explain this by assuming (abdu-

ing) abnormal(ab transposed(evt(w1 ))). This

form of reasoning is alled non-monotoni, be-

ause new information may invalidate previ-

ously drawn onlusions. (This in ontrast

to dedution, where any onlusion that was

drawn, an always still be drawn after the addi-

tion of new information.) For example, should

we add the axiom

fol :abnormal(ab transposed(evt(w1))):

(35)

then we would not be able to draw the same

onlusion, as it would be inonsistent. (This



is not a problem for dedution, sine we an

dedue anything from an inonsistent theory.)

We annot give a detailed explanation of how

the SLDNFA proedure works within this lim-

ited spae, but we do want to give an idea of it.

In short, the proedure tries to make the on-

juntion of all axioms and the (possibly empty)

observation (query) hold by abduing a set of

atoms, aording to the following rules. A on-

juntion holds if all of its onjunts hold; for

a disjuntion, it is suÆient that one of its dis-

junts holds, so eah one is tried out until one is

found that holds. Negation is distributed over

disjuntions and onjuntions. A de�ned pre-

diate is replaed by its ompletion (see se-

tion 3).

When an open prediate ours negatively,

the atom is (temporarily) assumed not to hold

if this does not onit with earlier made as-

sumptions. If it is part of a disjuntion, the

remaining disjunts are remembered in ase it

turns out we want it to hold after all. When an

open prediate ours positively, the atom is as-

sumed to hold and any appliable remembered

disjuntion is required to hold as well. If the

atom was already assumed not to hold and there

were no remaining disjunts at that point, the

proedure baktraks to the latest disjuntion

with remaining disjunts. Finally, an equality

uni�es its arguments. If this fails, the proed-

ure baktraks as well.

Numerial operations and omparisons are

translated into CLP (Constraint Logi Pro-

gramming) onstraints and handed over to an

eÆient onstraint solver. They our mainly in

the de�nitions and axioms pertaining to points

on the time axis, whih we have not shown in

this paper. At the end, all numerial variables

are labelled, whih means that they get a value

assigned to them that satis�es all onstraints.

6 Deriving temporal information

Applying the proedure of setion 5 to our the-

ory with an empty observation (that is, we just

want a onsistent interpretation for the open

prediates) for our example sentene \Ik ben

gisteren ziek geweest", we get the following res-

ult, whih lists for eah open prediate preisely

its model:

adjunt_verb : [adjunt_verb(a1,w1)℄

evttime :

[evttime(evt(w1),int(ts(1999,1,1,0),

ts(1999,1,2,0))),

evttime(utt,int(ts(1999,1,1,0),

ts(1999,1,3,0)))℄

lo :

[lo(evt(w1),int(ts(1999,1,1,0),

ts(1999,1,2,0)))℄

s_ppp : [s_ppp(s1,int(ts(1999,1,2,0),

ts(1999,1,2,1)))℄

time_period : [time_period(a1,

ta_frame(deiti(

int(ts(1999,1,2,0),ts(1999,1,2,1))),

int(ts(1999,1,1,0),ts(1999,1,2,0))))℄

token_verb : [token_verb(w2,t_zijn),

token_verb(w1,v_zijn)℄

The w1 and w2 tokens were abdued to be

tokens for the verb v zijn and the temporal aux-

iliary t zijn, respetively. As explained in se-

tion 4.4 this is in fat the only possibility for

the token verb prediate for this partiular sen-

tene. The only adjunt (a1) in the sentene

was taken to modify the main verb (w1), whih

is again the only possibility here, sine the tem-

poral auxiliary is vauous. This model is unique

upto the hoie of the intervals. In ase of am-

biuguities, several models are generated.

Sine no information was given about the

time, the time intervals are hosen rather ar-

bitrarily, although they do of ourse satisfy the

onstraints. The temporal perspetive time is

the �rst hour of January the seond, 1999. It

is inluded in the utterane time, whih, as

you an see, is rather large, strething over

two days.

8

The temporal perspetive time is

further the deiti argument relative to whih

\gisteren" (yesterday) is positioned. This Janu-

ary the �rst inludes the loation time of the

eventuality assoiated with w1 (the whole day,

here), whih in turn inludes the eventuality

time (also the whole day, here).

Suppose that you know that the sikness las-

ted from 6 o'lok until 8 o'lok in the evening

on May the 21st, 2000 and that the utterane

time lasted an hour, you would give the follow-

ing observation (query) to the system:

utt(U) & hour(U) &

evttime(evt(w1); int(ts(2000; 5; 21; 18)

ts(2000; 5; 21; 20)))

(36)

8

Maybe some general restrition should be plaed on

the extent of the utterane time.



The result is, as you would expet, that the ut-

terane happened on May the 22nd. We only

show the result for the evttime prediate; the

other time intervals are hanged aordingly.

evttime :

[evttime(utt,int(ts(2000,5,22,0),

ts(2000,5,22,1))),

evttime(evt(w1),int(ts(2000,5,21,18),

ts(2000,5,21,20)))℄

An example of another kind of query, is the

following. Is it possible for the utterane to have

taken plae before the eventuality desribed by

w1 ?

utt(U) & evttime(evt(w1); T ) &

before(U; T )

(37)

The result:

no

7 Conlusions

In this paper, we have shown a formalisation

in �rst order logi of an existing theory about

temporal information in Duth texts. Although

to a large extent, this theory had already been

formalised in HPSG, it had not been pratially

implemented as suh.

The representation shown in this paper has

e�etively been implemented and results of us-

ing an abdutive reasoning proedure on it were

presented. Although the problems dealt with in

this paper were limited, the experiments show

that abdution may be viable for natural lan-

guage proessing.

A representation in logi is not only very ex-

ible and extensible, a good representation also

requires the use of well thought out onepts,

beause of logi's lear and formal semantis.

This representation has already helped in lear-

ing out the meaning of some onepts used in

the temporal analysis of sentenes.

The researh that led to this paper has also

been an exerise in knowledge representation

and will ontribute towards a better knowledge

representation methodology.
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